Difusión & Oportunidades de mercado
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LIFE + ZERO RESIDUES technical seminar: 12 March 2015, Zaragoza

MARKET RESEARCH

PERCEPTIONS, TRENDS AND
BARRIERS OF THE ZERO RESIDUES
STONE FRUIT
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5 questionnaires for:
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- Experts
- Purchasers
- Consumers

- Producers
- Baby food Industry

Perceptions
Experts, purchasers and consumers
POSITIVE ASPECTS

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

Future of RF market perceived as positive

Consumers are not really aware about RF products

Trend towards residue-free is increasing

Perception problems when compared to conventional

Retailers want to avoid scandals

RF products perceived as expensive

Demand for safer products is growing

Buyers not willing to pay more for RF products

Retailers are requiring safer products from suppliers

RF production method not expected to be imposed for now

Purchasers and producers interested in RF fruit

RF: good argument to become a preferred supplier
EU regulation regarding pesticides expected to become stricter
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Perceptions regarding
Packaging & Baby food industry
POSITIVE ASPECTS

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

All companies have separate sections for organic fruits & Companies do not consider special Zero residue Labels as it
vegetables and they admit this is showing an increase in may lead to erroneous consumer interpretation
demand for organic fruits and vegetables
Companies are interested in purchasing pascalised RF stone If and when it harms the companies financially, this type of
fruit for baby food purposes
certification will not be beneficial enough

Implementing Zero Residues line of product is beneficial, a tool
to assure consumers trust, good quality and feasible if it
concerns specific packages that don´t give way to
misinterpretations
Apricot and peaches are the most useful stone fruits to use for
baby food
Hero España is willing to participate in test runs for baby food
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Strenghts
•

Trend towards Residue-Free is
increasing

•

Experts agree on the fact that Zero
Residue stone fruit can already work
well as a business-to-business
argument; ZR certificate guarantees
always lower risks to retailers then
conventional fruit

Weaknesses
•

Opportunities
•

Demand for safer products is growing

•

Food safety is of much concern
nowadays

•

EU regulation regarding pesticides is
expected to
become stricter
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For the time being, the ZR production
method is treated as an alternative
production method and not as a
substitute of the conventional method

Threats
•

The ZR production method is not
expected to be implemented as long
as it is not required by law.

Recommendations
 It must be clear to the consumer that the price for the ZR stone fruit will
remain the same as for the conventional fruit. That is of great
importance, since residue-free products are initially perceived as
expensive and buyers are not willing to pay more for such products.
 When selling the ZR stone fruit, the buyers should be properly informed
about the ZR production method concerning the meaning, advantages
and differences with other methods.
 The importance and need of a residue-free production method should
be promoted in the stone fruit supply-chain.
 In order to avoid perception problems in the future, the consumer´s
reaction to the ZR stone fruit, in comparison to conventional fruit, should
be accurately tested.
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2nd Monitoring Meeting & 6th Steering Committee meeting. 11/03/2015 (Zaragoza)
LIFE + Zero Residues: towards a sustainable production and supply chain for stone fruit

Market evaluation and
commercial testing in
supermarkets
Price level, instore promotion
and consumer reactions to ZR
stone fruit in supermarkets in
Spain and in The Netherlands
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Work in progress
 Organizing local event May 2015/2016


Supermarkets



POS materials


General project leaflets



Brochures for targetgroup



Distribution



Commercial testing


Survey



Sweepstake action



Cherries

 Approaching local media


Newspapers



Magazines
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Dissemination

1. Zero residues News:
SP = 83
ENG= 55
2. Press:
SP = 33
ENG= 2
NED= 2
3. Downloads:
SP = 14
ENG= 7
4. Related news:
SP = 13
ENG= 2
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Social network
Twitter

Facebook

113 tweets
141 likes
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SUMMARY

D.4. General dissemination
- Inauguration in Zaragoza

-i.

Night of the researchers

-ii.

Lafuente in fruit attraction

-iii.

ZR highlight innovation in

- 12 presentations to different groups

- Web page news = 83 SP + 55 EN

fruit attraction
-iv.

ZR-Fruit attraction success

-v.

Seipasa in Fruit attraction

-vi.

Zerya & UNIZAR in Fruit
attraction

-vii. Fruit sector of Aragón
-viii. European green week 2014

-ix.

Presentación del proyecto
ZR Eurosense

-x.

Simposio nacional sobre
maduración y postcosecha
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- xi. Nuestro socios en
Fruit Attraction2014

-xii. Exitosa acogida en
FORO INNOVA

SUMMARY (continuation)
-Visit to Lafuente Tomey’s facilities (July 4th, 2013)
-Educational visit of UNIZAR students to Finca Valleluz and Lafuente Tomey (Oct. 1st,
2013)

Local awareness

-Exitoso curso sobre la producción de fruta de hueso sin residuos (January 24th, 2014)

-Students of the CTA visit the new installations at Lafuente Tomey (Sept. 24th, 2014)
-Presentation of the Zero Residues LIFE+ project to the fruit and vegetable sector of
Aragón (Dec. 12th, 2014)
-Networking entre proyectos LIFE en Aragón (May 30th, 2014) – LIFE+Huertas KM 0
(LIFE 12 ENV/ES/000919), LIFE+ Zaragoza Natural (LIFE12 ENV/ES/000567)

Networking with
other LIFE projects

-Cooperation between projects and their potential economic impact (Sep. 15th, 2014) –
LIFE+Freshbox (LIFE13 ENV/ES/1362)
-Networking en Badajoz entre proyectos españoles (Nov. 11th, 2014) – LIFE+Savecrops

(LIFE11/ENV/ES/613), LIFE+Agrowaste (LIFE10/ENV/ES/649),
LIFE+IntegralCarbon (LIFE13/ENV/ES/1251), LIFE+Valorlact (LIFE11/ENV/ES/639)
-Exitosa culminación del proyecto Agrowaste y jornada de networking en Murcia (Dec.
5th, 2014) - LIFE+Agrowaste, LIFE+Savecrops, LIFE+Waterreuse
(LIFE12/ENV/ES/184)
-Cero Residuos presente en Fruit Logistica (February 17th, 2015) - LIFE+Freshbox

Cooperation with
other projects
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-Unizar networking proyectos tecnología alimentaria (March 3rd, 2014)
-Networking entre organismos de investigación (March, 24th, 2014) – CSIC, CITA

-

Collaboration

Questions?
Interested to join?
Interested to test?

Please contact us:
Transfer LBC
Sven Kallen
life@transfer-lbc.com
Tel: 93.272 47 90
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